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CSS 
What is CSS? What are the ways to include CSS in HTML? 
There are three ways to insert CSS in given web page. 

1. Inline CSS 
2. Internal CSS 
3. External CSS 

External CSS: useful when same set of styles has to be applied to many web pages. So change in one file 
will have effect in all corresponding web pages. Code and style both will be separate, only external css 
file has to be linked with web page using <link>tag in <head> part.  
<head><link rel=”stylesheet” type=”text/css” href=”external.css” /></head> 
This css file will contain no HTML tags, only CSS rules. 
File is saved with extension as ‘.css’. 
In case of rule conflict with other stylesheets, style rule which appears later will be in effect. 
 
Internal CSS: used to separate code from style in same web page only. Style rules written inside <style> 
tag pair will have effect on same web page only in head section. For another page same rules if need to 
use then rewrite same rules again. 
 
Inline CSS: it uses style attribute for a HTML element on which CSS rule has to be applied. This type of 
CSS inclusion should be avoided as it makes code and style to be in same place. Only benefit is the CSS 
rules applied to particular HTML element will be nearby that element only. Suitable for writing few rules 
applied to single element or rules applied on few elements in web page. 
 
Ex. 
External.css 
h1{ color:blue; } 
Index.html 
<!doctype html> 
<html> 
 <head> 
  <link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="External.css" /> 
  <style> 
   h1{ color:red; } 
  </style> 
 </head> 
 <body> 
  <h1 style="color:green;">This is text</h1> 
 </body> 
</html> 
In above example there is rule conflict over color of h1, since internal CSS appears later than external 
CSS, it will have higher precedence than external CSS. But inline CSS will have higher precedence than all 
other types as it appears closer to HTML element than all other. Hence inline CSS will have effect and h1 
will be colored green. 
 
 


